ENGL 176—NATIVE AMERICAN LITERATURE
SIGN-UP for CRITICAL ESSAY #1

Please sign up for one of the options below. Print your name clearly on one of the blanks next to the author/date you want to claim. Please record in your own notes what you have chosen and when it is due before you pass this sheet to the next person.

Essays
W 9/13  Ortiz (120-26)  Evan Teegarden &  
          Allen (62-82)  &  
F 9/15  Deloria (39-54)  Frankie Furlow &  
          Swann (172-90)  Brittany Bogge &  

Autobiographies
M 9/18  Occom (on Canvas)  Bryan Stobbs &  Ty Apple  
          Eastman (54-61)  Maggie Magee &  Maria Patterson  
W 9/20  Zitkala-Sa (on Canvas)  Hoke Petete &  Martha Kasanyule  
F 9/22  Momaday (on Canvas)  Velaina Kadayso &  Fatima Garcia  

Poetry
M 9/25  Schoolcraft (on Canvas)  Ari Scheig &  Taylor Beaman  
          Johnson (on Canvas)  Casey Miller &  Nizhoni Thomas  
W 9/27  Allen (430-31), Chrystos (462), Dauenhaur (463), and Erdrich (465-66)  
          Kanman  
F 9/29  Blaeser (439-41)  Hermosa Oliver &  James Nash  
          Ortiz (515-20)  Shawna Yazzie &  Stephen Russell  

M 10/2  Harjo (474-75, 477-78, 479, 480-81)  
          Kade Brown &  Jack Dyca Pulk
W 10/4  Blue Cloud (442-46, 451-52, 454-55)
        Jackson Swazo & Brooke Munden
Silko (539-48)  Courtney Durham & Lacey Tewanema
F 10/6  Alexie (416-17, 422-24, 425-27)
        Stacy John & Bill Baker
Bruchac (459-60) Alyssa Ford &

Fiction
M 10/9  Johnson (282-89)  Courtney Wombolt &
        Zitkala-Sa (406-12)  Ellie Porter & Salena Rahn
W 10/11  King (289-305)  Addison Hays &
        McNickle (305-13)  Dejuan Betom &
F 10/13  Revard (333-45)  Douglas DuPont &
        Sarris (345-57)  Laine Waters & Leah Rangel
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W 10/18 Fools Crow (Part 1: Chaps. 1-10)
James Nash & Maggie Magier

F 10/20 Fools Crow (Part 2: Chaps. 11-17)
Ty Apple & Nizhoni
Thomas

M 10/23 Fools Crow (Part 3: Chaps. 18-24)
Ellie Porter & Stephen Russell

W 10/25 Fools Crow (Part 4: Chaps. 25-33)
Fatima Garza & Courtney
Wambodi

F 10/27 Fools Crow (Part 5: Chaps. 34-36)
Salena Rofn & Brittany Biga
Lacey Tewanema

M 10/30 Erdrich (232-40) Annie Farrell & Leah Rangel
Silko (362-66) Evan Teegarden & Regan Batom

W 11/1 Tapahonso (391-95) Stacy John & Addison Hays
Allen (255-63) Shauna Yeazzie

F 11/3 Indian Killer (“Owl Dancing” Chaps. 1-21)
Brooke Munden & Ali Sunij & Bryan Stubbins
M 11/6  Indian Killer ("Hunting Weather" Chaps. 1-26)
          Martha & Jade Dunca & Toree Baker
          Easayvice & Purlcy

W 11/8  Indian Killer ("Last Call" Chaps. 1-20)
          Kamryn & Courntee Dunca & Jaskyn Swazo
          Teliangoitewa

F 11/10  Indian Killer ("Last Call" Chaps. 21-31)
          Kade Brown & Alyssa & Velaine

Fall Break

M 12/4  If I Ever Get Out of Here (Part One: Chaps. 1-7)
          Hermoyna Oliver & Taylor Beaman

W 12/6  If I Ever Get Out of Here (Part Two: Chaps. 8-17)
          Casey Miller & Maria Pattersen

F 12/8  If I Ever Get Out of Here (Part Three: Chaps. 18-26)
          Hokteletete & Duange